“Who am I? Who else is there?” is a figure of Rushdie the author, glorying
in his rival creation.
Although I disagree with Clark’s readings, I want to emphasize the
value of his book. Clark reads Rushdie’s oeuvre as a widening gyre : where
Grimus is relatively controlled by the narrative patterns of myth, the next
three novels give in more and more to a hectic chaotic violence. Clark
also offers a convincing explanation of the weakness of Rushdie’s fictional
output since the fatwa. Although as full of allusions to mythology as the
early novels, e Moor’s Last Sigh and e Ground Beneath Her Feet refuse
to engage seriously with the paradoxes and challenges posed by the spiritual. ey are crude celebrations of the secular weakened by their own
self-satisfaction.
Neil ten Kortenaar
University of Toronto

Rowland Smith, ed. Postcolonizing the Commonwealth: Studies
in Literature and Culture. Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier
University Press, 2000. Pp. 216. $29.95 paper.
Once upon a time there used to be a field called Commonwealth literature.
en Salman Rushdie wrote an essay called “Commonwealth Literature
Does Not Exist” (), and lo and behold, Commonwealth Literature
ceased to exist. Or, rather, it got repackaged as Postcolonial Literature(s),
Postcolonial Studies, and Postcolonial eory. I am old enough to remember that at my university the Department calendar used Commonwealth/
Postcolonial for a few years while the plastic surgery was in progress,
dropping the Commonwealth altogether in .
A book with a title like Postcolonizing the Commonwealth: Studies in
Literature and Culture, then, creates a certain dissonance in the mind,
recalling bloodied battles of yore that did not really settle anything, but
suppressed conflicts and disagreements through an exercise of hegemonic
power. Not only does Commonwealth literature not exist any longer, one
of its major patrons, the Commonwealth Institute has been privatized
because the British government is no longer willing to fund it. e Institute’s library, so fondly mentioned by the late Jacqueline Bardolph in her
contribution to this book, has been dismantled, its collection carted away
to the British Empire and Commonwealth Museum in Bristol, under a
great cloud of controversy that it will no longer be a “living library.”
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e reasons for this tectonic shift in discursive and material realities are not discussed in the volume, a collection of essays, edited, with
an Introduction, by Rowland Smith, delivered in November  at the
“Commonwealth in Canada” conference, organized by the Canadian Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies (),
held at Wilfrid Laurier University in Waterloo, Ontario. Nor does the
editor explain the enigmatic title which strikingly transforms the familiar
adjectival “postcolonial” to a participial: “postcolonizing.” is reviewer
is left puzzling about what would “postcolonizing” the “Commonwealth”
entail. For when the adjectival “postcolonial,” often used as a temporal
marker, is changed to the participial “postcolonizing,” one is forced to
think in terms of actors and their agency. For example, one wonders how
would “postcolonizing” be different from “colonizing?”
e “Introduction” informs us that one of the “original aims” of the
triennial conference was “to use plenary sessions to discuss varying
approaches to what used to be called ‘Commonwealth Literature’ in various countries.” But, as usually happens at most conferences, “What did
in fact emerge, however, was a series of papers … that varied significantly
in the ways authors conceived of the topic” ().
What we have here, then, are fourteen papers, by contributors from
Australia, Canada, France, Jamaica, and South Africa. e editor seems
somewhat anxious about the lack of “consistency of approach” () in the
papers and wishes to forestall possible objections: “To those unaccustomed to debate in ‘cultural studies’ this range may seem arbitrary. What
do cowboy songs, Iranian feminists, fetal alcohol syndrome, the ascent of
Everest, Natal women settlers and Afrikaans exile-poets have in common
with discussions of the development of syllabus and teaching practice
in French or Caribbean universities?” (). Smith claims that the essays
fortuitously acquire certain similarities: “Although written from varying
perspectives, they return constantly to issues of difference and similarity,
the re-examination of categories that appear to many to be too rigidly
defined in current Postcolonial practices and to concepts of sharing:
experience, ideas of home and even the use of land” ().
Several paragraphs down, Smith defines the approaches taken by the
authors anthologized in this book as “the understanding of similarity-indifference” and distinguishes them from that of “the clear-cut distinctions
of postcolonial theorists of the last ten years.” According to Smith, this
“Classic postcolonial theory,” which “posits an opposition between the centre and the margin,” is causing a certain unease among the writers in the
present volume (). He says that “a certain kind of postcolonial orthodoxy”
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has emerged that makes the contributors to this volume “keep returning
to the gnawing concern of [sic] a too-dogmatic and ‘centred’ element
embedded in current postcolonial practice triumphant” ().
I wish that the essays in this book had more explicitly demarcated the
differences between what is called “Classic postcolonial theory” and the
one being applied by the writers here. However, despite a few throw-away
lines as in Laura Moss’s essay that “postcolonial discourse” has “fetishized”
the “concept of ‘resistance’” “to the point where it is even often presented
without an object” (), or in Edward Chamberlin’s complaint against
“postcolonial cleverness” that brackets cowboys with “colonial expansion
or frontier violence” in absolutist terms (), no consistent critique of
“Classic postcolonial theory” and its “orthodoxy” emerges. Who the heroes
and the villains are is never specified.
I am especially intrigued by Stephen Slemon’s allegorical portrayal
of “at least one form of professional postcolonialism as it seeks its own
triumphs in university institutions today. In this allegory, the ‘native guide’
that Helen Tiffin (: –) places at the centre of the paradigmatic
colonialist travel narrative—the journey from the ‘sick heart of Empire’ to
the transformative colonial frontier—has become translated by institutional postcolonialism into the ‘non-native’ academic professional, whose
job it is to client students up the slopes of cultural otherness, breathing
theory as they reach for the top” (). Slemon quotes Spivak approvingly
when she says that “it is marginality itself … that postcolonialism has
commodified” (). Although I do not fully grasp Slemon’s insinuations,
the fact remains that Slemon, Spivak and Tiffin were the initiators of the
postcolonial discourse of marginality and resistance. Have the gurus tired
of the trend they themselves initiated?
Indeed, Smith’s “Introduction” quotes Alan Lawson’s metaphor of his
“mid-life crisis” twice to talk about “the midlife crisis of postcolonial studies” (). Does it mean that Postcolonial studies is going downhill, towards
its eventual death? Certainly, the jabs used by the editor and some of the
contributors do suggest that certain styles of Postcolonial theorizing are
under attack here.
If I were to venture some guesses by reading between the lines, it seems
to me that the emphasis placed by many writers included in this volume
on the postcolonial condition of the settler is what often goes missing in
the critical and theoretical writing published in journals and collections
under the rubric of Postcolonial studies. is writing does speak of concepts such as marginality and resistance in binary terms of the colonizers
versus the colonized, and is guilty of using terms like “resistance” withBook Reviews | 

Power, exclusion
and gatekeeping
are material realities that need to
be acknowledged.

out an object as Laura Moss points out. And it certainly has not shown
any interest in the “settler subjectivity” which, according to many essays
in this volume is “consumed” by “a desire and an anxiety for a different
relationality” (Lawson ).
e essays by Edward Chamberlin, Johan Jacobs, Alan Lawson, Sheila
Roberts, and Margaret J. Daymond examine the settler’s predicament and
suggest that dichotomy is not an appropriate mode to look at the settlerindigene relationship. However, I am skeptical when Smith speaks about
the “surprisingly insistent return to a discussion of elements of sameness
and shared experiences (even if from opposing positions) in the literature
of colonial cultures examined in this volume” (). While Smith and some
of the contributors posit “shared experiences” between the whites and the
aboriginals in Australia and South Africa, it seems to me that the emphases
in the texts by indigenous writers are placed on their oppression.
When, in Sheila Roberts’ essay, I read about the “moment of reconciliation” that she claims is offered in the Afrikaans writer Etienne van
Heerden’s Toorberg, I remain suspicious of it because of the language in
which it is couched: “In Toorberg, for instance, that moment demonstrates
how powerful and generationally established Afrikaanar landowners may
begin restoring South Africa to its ancient indigenous peoples through
acceptance of a repatterning of their common history” (). ere is something patronizing going on here, a denial of the anger of the “indigenous”
like Njabulo S. Ndebele who refuses reconciliation without remorse.
“Reconciliation” is a valorized word in settler discourse at the moment
and served as the theme for the triennial conference of Association for
Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies () in Canberra,
Australia in July . However, as a participant, I was struck by the
anomaly of a conference devoted to reconciliation that had no aboriginal
participants.
Despite my problems with Roberts’s language, it is not often that I get
to read about Afrikaans literature. And what is valuable about Postcolonizing the Commonwealth is its inclusion of topics that are often missing
from discussions and teaching of Postcolonial literatures. Alan Lawson’s
“Proximities: From Asymptote to Zeugma” introduces me to the current
legal situation of Aboriginal land claims in Australia and Pauline Hanson’s
racist rhetoric. Many of the essays here are not on literary matters but on
such worldly things as land rights in Australia, quarrels between diasporic
Iranian feminists and feminists within Iran, the culture of Everest climbing,
the official discourse about fetal alcohol syndrome among the Canadian
Native peoples and cowboys and Indians, etc. ey indicate that the field of
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Postcolonial studies is no longer restricted to reading texts alone. Indeed,
these papers are more interesting than the ones that provide yet another
textual exegesis of Rushdie. I wish there were more papers here like Cherry
Clayton’s “Rural Women and African Resistance: Lauretta Ngcobo’s Novel
And ey Didn’t die,” which introduces a less well-known text and situates
it in a socio-political context.
In their focus on issues of institutionalization, Edward Baugh’s
“Postcolonial/Commonwealth Studies in the Caribbean: Points of Difference,” and Jacqueline Bardolph’s “Looking in from ‘Beyond’: Commonwealth Studies in French Universities” make us aware of the differences of
time and place and how they affect teaching practices, canonization and
theoretical production. Far too often, theory loses touch with the local
conditions of its production and becomes universalised and universalising. Baugh’s and Bardolph’s essays, by simply speaking about their own
practices and constraints, draw our attention to such details as availability
of textbooks and unspoken understandings that determine the place of a
discipline in the overall project of educating the nation.
It is the presence of voices like these, from Australia, Canada, the
Caribbean, Europe, and South Africa (albeit white only), that make Postcolonizing the Commonwealth so different from the volumes published by
such mainstream publishing houses as Routledge which seems to have a
monopoly on the field. Indeed, the book reminds us that the United States
has not been a part of  (e .. joined  in ) and major
publishers have not published  proceedings.
at the majority of contributors here are white perhaps could not be
avoided, given that only a handful of people of colour have managed to get
into tenured jobs in Canadian universities. Indeed, Alan Lawson quotes
from a paper by Indira Karamcheti that spoke of “Pat Boone, blue-eyed
postcolonialism that is going on in Canada and Australia” (). However,
since Lawson does not unpack Karamcheti’s statement, issues of race
and racial identity remain unarticulated in the text. While conference
organizers do not, and cannot, control who comes to a conference and
who does or does not send his/her reworked paper to be published in the
proceedings, they can, and ought to, articulate issues of power and exclusion. Marginality may have been commodified by postcolonial theory;
power, exclusion and gatekeeping are material realities that need to be
acknowledged, and further, those in power need to work towards a more
inclusionary academia.
Although I feel that Smith did not convince me that the essays anthologized in Postcolonizing the Commonwealth somehow arrive at similar
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conclusions, I don’t think that that is a problem. When read as a snapshot
of what three generations of scholars in the field of Postcolonial studies
in five different areas of the world are doing as teachers, theorists and
administrators, the book forces us to think about the material conditions
of academic production and how fraught they can be.
Arun Mukherjee
York University
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is massive book is part one of a larger work, suggestively titled “e Bowl
With One Spoon,” in reference to an indigeneous world view that has, since
, steadfastly opposed what Hall terms “the West’s master parable”:
“the concept of all human interaction as a struggle to advance civilization’s
conquest of savagery and barbarism” (xii). Hall explains that the bowl with
one spoon, “an Aboriginal pictorial representation of the principle that
certain hunting territories are to be held in common,” was employed to
“signify the terms of treaty agreements” and became under Tecumseh an
image signifying “the need for federal unity among Indigeneous peoples
if the shared Indian Country was ever to achieve sovereign recognition
in international law” (epigraph). From his perspective as a scholar working in Canada, Hall sets this simple but powerful image against a regime
of possessive individualism that he sees running amok in contemporary
neo-liberal globalization and the current ..-led war on terror. For Hall,
the bowl with one spoon “is consistent with the creative and humane use
of the state to achieve a variety of shared purposes” (), a vision of the
role of the state very much at odds with current trends toward dismantling
the social welfare state.
In retrieving this visual metaphor, Hall seeks to remedy his sense that
“there is very little in the iconography and vocabulary of North-American
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